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We have no choice in the people nor circumstances we are born to, but we make fruit of it. We
are not the shortcomings of our last relationships nor the depression that seems to swallow us. So
we outlive them. The world we reside in is chaotic: what a person can and can’t do with their
body is decided at birth and by law, mercury is perpetually in retrograde, an array of humans are
condemned with immediate death due to a lack of value placed on darker skin, and meanwhile, a
land is ruled by a tyrant rampant on constructing a plexiglass and wire wall to encase and exile.
This is not the setting of a futuristic imagined society, but one we currently occupy. Often times,
the worlds we find ourselves in are not set up for our survival, but perhaps, in this senior project,
I can write and explore a world that is built with Black people’s creative resistance.

Rooted in Afrofuturism, this cross-genre writing independent study I will engage on intently
examining the dystopia all around me. With a focus on social climate, black families, and my
innermost self, this senior project will use magical realism, sci-fi, and fantasy to critique the
dystopias I live through. I will look at the work of Octavia Butler, Toni Morrison, Audre Lorde’s
biomythography and other works as models and muse. I plan to fulfill the 20 page requirements
via essays, and explore non narrative forms of writing to carve out my own utopias. I will be
required to step outside of the tradition of essay work and into writing that is inspired by my
experienced reality and born of my radical imagination.

This course explores the vibrant history of utopian thought in Black Studies and African
American literature and culture. It considers how the black radical tradition poses particular
challenges to Western utopian thought as well as how the question of utopia might contribute to,
or help to reconfigure, the future(s) of Black Studies. Topics of discussion will include
Afrofuturism, utopia and the black radical tradition, Afro-pessimism and Afro-optimism, science
fiction and speculative fiction, and blackness and metaphysics.

I plan to divide the semester into 2 sections:
1) Hoodoo, Voodoo, Black Spiritual Technologies

a) Toni Morrison is a famous and well known open Hoodoo Saint. In the classroom I
plan to honor her practice in the Hoodoo lifestyle, which automatically challenges
the way power has orchestrated itself in the particular institutionalized space of
academia.

b) Hess Love wrote: “As quiet as it’s kept yet as blatant as it is, ancestor reverence is
a major part of culture in the United States. Ancestor reverence is all around you:
statues, portraits, money, streets and buildings being named for someone,
selective history books and museums. Why do you think neo-confederates get



upset when statues of their heroes are taken down? Why do you think folks were
upset about the possibility of Harriet Tubman’s likeness replacing that of a dead
white man on paper currency? We carry their faces in our wallets and pockets, we
see their portraits in government and civic buildings, we walk, run, bilke, and
drive on roads named after them, we even dedicate portions of time to them in the
form of holidays. Our lives are inundated with the reverence of those that caused
great harm. Ancestor reverence has a lot of power. Revering and invoking YOUR
ancestors in a world that wants them forgotten is an act of resistance.”

c) Potential Midterm Paper Prompts:
i) What spiritual technologies were used by enslaved Africans in North

America, such that descendants of enslaved Africans are still alive today?
ii) There is another person-ness and the intangible in ourselves. How is that

exemplified in the hoodoo practice?
iii) What is Hoodoo? What is Conjure? What is Rootwork?
iv) With the conception of slavery as metaphysical violence, I often ask what

Black people did to deserve such subjugation. The generative question, by
Hakim Pitts here, is what resisted against that such that I am here today? It
speaks of that which is intangible, impossible, the cycle and curse breaker,
the rock bottom bouncer, the faith flyer, the believer beyond possibility,
the knower and seer beyond the tangible What resisted against that such
that I am here: that is the generative answer. Even inside and against all of
that. For the violence, it created this insistence to survive Speaks of that
which we do not know.

v) How is conjure resistance?

2) Afro-Futurism
Here I plan to embody the Sankofa narrative, how do we move forward after remembering the
past: How do we celebrate transgressions against the state and pillars of oppression? What
exactly exists beyond the boundaries. What are the material conditions that make education
practice freedom?

a) Here I plan to ask myself and others engaging in my research what context within
academia, patriarchy, and white supremacy do we create spaces where black
futures are protected.

b) Afrofuturism means different things to different people, but generally, the main
tenant is that the African diaspora’s past, present, and future are all connected and
it mixes that concept with technology, science, mysticism, and Black imagination
and excellence. It wonders: what would the Black culture and identity look like if
the defining moment wasn’t the Middle Passage



c) Potential Prompts:
i) What would Black culture and identity look like if the defining moment

wasn’t the Middle Passage?
ii) How do we create spaces where black futures are protected?

iii) What are the material conditions necessary, and subsequently what must
imagination consist of, where Black future is achieved in our lifetime?

iv) How is hoodoo practice AfroFuturistic? How is honoring traditional
conceptions of blackness effective? In what ways is it important in order
to envision the future?


